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Churchill's Wizards 2008-09-18 the real story of how winston churchill and the british mastered deception to defeat the nazis by conning the kaiser hoaxing hitler and using brains to outwit brawn by june 1940 most of
europe had fallen to the nazis and britain stood alone so with winston churchill in charge the british bluffed their way out of trouble drawing on the trickery which had helped them win the first world war they broadcast
outrageous british propaganda on pretend german radio stations broke german secret codes and eavesdropped on their messages every german spy in britain was captured and many were used to send back false information to
their controllers forged documents misled their intelligence bogus wireless traffic from entire phantom armies dummy airfields with model planes disguised ships and inflatable rubber tanks created a vital illusion of strength
culminating in the spectacular misdirection that was so essential to the success of d day in 1944 churchill s wizards the british genius for deception 1914 1945 is a thrilling work of popular military history filled with
almost unbelievable stories of bravery creativity and deception nicholas rankin is the author of dead man s chest telegram from guernica and ian fleming s commandos this is a story clamouring to be told we could not have
imagined the scope of the inventiveness the daring of these people s imaginations i could not stop reading this book doris lessing
The Oxford Handbook of European History, 1914-1945 2016 the period spanning the two world wars was unquestionably the most catastrophic in europe s history despite such undeniably progressive developments as
the radical expansion of women s suffrage and rising health standards the era was dominated by political violence and chronic instability its symbols were verdun guernica and auschwitz by the end of this dark period tens
of millions of europeans had been killed and more still had been displaced and permanently traumatized if the nineteenth century gave europeans cause to regard the future with a sense of optimism the earlytwentieth century
had them anticipating the destruction of civilization the fact that so many revolutions regime changes dictatorships mass killings and civil wars took place within such a compressed time frame suggests that europe
experienced a general crisis indeed in the early 1940s both charles de gaulle and winston churchill referred to a thirty years war why did so many crises rage across the continent from 1914 until the end of the second
world war why did the winds of destruction affect some regions more than others the oxford handbook of european history 1914 1945 reconsiders the most significant features of this calamitous age from a
transnational perspective it demonstrates the degree to which national experiences were intertwined with those of other nations and how each crisis was implicated in widerregional continental and global developments
readers will find innovative and stimulating chapters on various political social and economic subjects by some of the leading scholars working on modern european history today
Stratford 2008 one of stratford s foremost historians nicholas fogg interweaves diaries letters newspaper accounts and oral testimony showing us clearly how ordinary men and women reacted to the challenge of war
as well as describing life on the home front he also includes memories of those who served in the armed forces at home and overseas including edgar cranmer the telegraphist who received the german offer of an armistice
A World at War, 1911-1949 2019-03-27 in a world at war 1911 1949 scholars of the cultural history of warfare inspired by the work of professor john horne break down the traditional barriers between the
historiographies of the first and second world wars
The Interwar World 2023-08-29 the interwar world collects an international group of over 50 contributors to discuss analyze and interpret this crucial period in twentieth century history a comprehensive
understanding of the interwar era has been limited by euro american approaches and strict adherence to the temporal limits of the world wars the volume s contributors challenge the era s accepted temporal and geographic
framings by privileging global processes and interactions each contribution takes a global thematic approach integrating world regions into a shared narrative three central questions frame the chapters first when was
the interwar viewed globally the years 1918 and 1939 are arbitrary limits and the volume explicitly engages with the artificiality of the temporal framework while closely examining the specific dynamics of the 1920s
and 1930s second where was the interwar contributors use global history methodologies and training in varied world regions to decenter euro american frameworks engaging directly with the usefulness of the interwar as
both an era and an analytical category third how global was the interwar authors trace accelerating connections in areas such as public health and mass culture counterbalanced by processes of economic protectionism
exclusive nationalism and limits to migration by approaching the era thematically the volume disaggregates and interrogates the meaning of the global in this era as a comprehensive guide this volume offers overviews of key
themes of the interwar period for undergraduates while offering up to date historiographical insights for postgraduates and scholars interested in this pivotal period in global history
Listening to British Nature 2022-01-14 listening to british nature wartime radio and modern life 1914 1945 traces the impact of sounds and rhythm of the natural world and how they were listened interpreted and used
amid the pressures of modern life to in early twentieth century britain author michael guida argues thatdespite and sometimes because of the chaos of wartime and the struggle to recover nature s voices were drawn close
to provide everyday security sustenance and a sense of the future nature s sonic presences were not obliterated by the noise of war the advent of radio broadcasting and the rush ofthe everyday rather they came to
complement and provide alternatives to modern modes of living listening to british nature examines how trench warfare demanded the creation of new listening cultures in order to understand danger and to imagine survival
it tells of the therapeutic communities who used quiet and rural rhythms to restore shell shocked soldiers and of ramblers who sought toimmerse themselves in the sensualities of the outdoors revealing how home front
listening in the blitz was punctuated by birdsong broadcast by the bbc in focusing on the sensing of sounds and rhythms this study demonstrates how nature retained its emotional potency as the pace andunpredictabilities
of life seemed to increase and new man made sounds and sonic media appeared all around to listen to nature during this time was to cultivate an intimate connection with its vibrations and to sense an enduring order and
beauty that could be taken into the future
Studies in Intelligence 2021-11-25 masterful research impeccable detail with a beautifully flowing narrative of which churchill himself would have been proud professor peter caddick adams from his earliest days winston
churchill was an extreme risk taker and he carried this into adulthood today he is widely hailed as britain s greatest wartime leader and politician deep down though he was foremost a warlord just like his ally stalin and
his arch enemies hitler and mussolini churchill could not help himself and insisted on personally directing the strategic conduct of world war ii for better or worse he insisted on being political master and military
commander again like his wartime contemporaries he had a habit of not heeding the advice of his generals the results of this were disasters in norway north africa greece and crete during 1940 41 his fruitless dodecanese
campaign in 1943 also ended in defeat churchill s pig headedness over supporting the italian campaign in defiance of the riviera landings culminated in him threatening to resign and bring down the british government yet on
occasions he got it just right his refusal to surrender in 1940 the british miracle at dunkirk and victory in the battle of britain showed that he was a much needed decisive leader nor did he shy away from difficult decisions
such as the destruction of the french fleet to prevent it falling into german hands and his subsequent war against vichy france in this fascinating new book acclaimed historian anthony tucker jones explores the record of
winston churchill as a military commander assessing how the military experiences of his formative years shaped him for the difficult military decisions he took in office this book assesses his choices in the some of the most
controversial and high profile campaigns of world war ii and how in high office his decision making was both right and wrong
Churchill, Master and Commander 2021-02-17 authoritative yet accessible the definitive undergraduate text on russian geography and culture has now been thoroughly revised with current data and timely topics such



as the annexation of crimea and sevastopol and other background for understanding russia s 2022 invasion of ukraine thematic chapters provide up to date coverage of russia s physical political cultural and economic
geography regional chapters focus on the country s major regions and the other 14 former soviet republics written in a lucid conversational style by a russian born international expert the concise chapters interweave
vivid descriptions of urban and rural landscapes examinations of soviet and post soviet life deep knowledge of environmental and conservation issues geopolitical insights engaging anecdotes and rigorous empirical data
over 200 original maps photographs and other figures are also available as powerpoint slides at the companion website many in color new to this edition separate chapter on ukraine and crimea covering events through
2019 timely topics the political crisis in ukraine and annexation of crimea and sevastopol the return of putin as president climate change and environmental degradation economic slowdown political shifts in the republics
the role of russian backed forces in syria libya and central african republic changes in russia united states relations and more thoroughly updated population economic and political data 80 new or updated figures tables
and maps pedagogical features end of chapter review questions suggested assignments and in class exercises within chapter vignettes about russian places culture and history end of chapter internet resources and
suggestions for further reading companion website with all figures and maps from the book many in full color
A Geography of Russia and Its Neighbors 2006 valdis lumans provides an authoritative balanced and comprehensive account of one of the most complex and conflicted arenas of the second world war struggling against
both germany and the soviet union latvia emerged as an independent nation state after the first world war in 1940 the soviets occupied neutral latvia deporting or executing more than 30 000 latvians before the nazis
invaded in 1941 and installed a puppet regime the red army expelled the germans in 1944 and reincorporated latvia as a soviet republic by the end of the war an estimated 180 000 latvians fled to the west the soviets
would deport at least another 100 000 drawing on a wide range of sources many brought together here for the first time lumans synthesizes political military social economic diplomatic and cultural history he moves
carefully through traditional sources many of them partisan to scholarship emerging since the end of the cold war to confront such issues as political loyalties military collaboration resistance capitulation the soviet
occupation anti semitism and the latvian role in the holocaust
Latvia in World War II 2021-04-22 an innovative study of the pre history of the league of nations tracing the pro league movement s unexpected development
Britain and the Intellectual Origins of the League of Nations, 1914–1919 2024-01-19 classifying people as victims is a historical phenomenon with remarkable growth since the second half of the 20th century the term
victim is widely used to refer both to those who have died in wars and to people who have experienced some form of physical or psychological violence moreover victimhood has become a shorthand for any injustice suffered
this can be seen in many contexts in debates on social justice when claims for compensation are made human rights are defended past crimes are publicly commemorated or humanitarian intervention is called for by adopting a
history of knowledge approach victims takes a fresh look at the phenomenon of classifying people as victims it goes beyond existing narratives to provide a new and comprehensive explanation of the complex genealogy of
modern concepts of victimhood in order to reveal the fundamental shifts in perceptions and interpretations of harm this book reconstructs the emergence of the figure of the victim from the late 18th century to the present
focusing on western europe it shows that neither the world wars nor the holocaust were the only reasons for this shift instead changing power relations and new knowledge especially in medicine and law fundamentally
altered perceptions and interpretations of death and suffering of legitimate and illegitimate violence today the debate takes another turn with the widespread criticism of victim attribution and the increasing
delegitimisation of the term svenja goltermann tells this story with brilliant clarity without subscribing to the new denigration of the victim
Victims 2015-10-13 a groundbreaking history of what drove the germans to fight and keep fighting for a lost cause in world war ii in the german war acclaimed historian nicholas stargardt draws on an extraordinary
range of firsthand testimony personal diaries court records and military correspondence to explore how the german people experienced the second world war when war broke out in september 1939 it was deeply unpopular in
germany yet without the active participation and commitment of the german people it could not have continued for almost six years what then was the war the germans thought they were fighting how did the changing
course of the conflict the victories of the blitzkrieg the first defeats in the east the bombing of german cities alter their views and expectations and when did germans first realize they were fighting a genocidal war told
from the perspective of those who lived through it soldiers schoolteachers and housewives nazis christians and jews this masterful historical narrative sheds fresh and disturbing light on the beliefs and fears of a people
who embarked on and fought to the end a brutal war of conquest and genocide
The German War 2012-08-22 drawing together a wide variety of primary source documents from across the united states europe and asia this book illuminates the events and experiences of world war ii the most
devastating war in human history world war ii was the most destructive and disruptive war ever a global conflict that in one way or another affected the lives of people across the planet voices of world war ii
contemporary accounts of daily life coalesces a wide variety of primary source documents drawn from across the united states europe and asia supplemented by interpretive material that enables readers to analyze them
assess their impact and significance and place them in context to comparable situations today the documents provide rare insights into world war ii expert commentaries and additional information on these texts enable a
greater understanding of the background to these documents providing valuable training in learning to interpret assess and evaluate historical sources intended primarily for upper level high school and undergraduate level
history students general readers will also appreciate the variegated array of primary material from world war ii which depicts numerous aspects of the conflict often in extremely personal terms
Voices of World War II 2014-05-12 here is an essential short guide to the history of eastern europe under the early decades of communist rule the study explores the communists attempt to transpose a uniform economic
and social system across the region copied from the soviet model dr fowkes shows how this did not always succeed and he reveals the local variations which became more pronounced after the death of stalin the book
includes detailed analysis of the dramatic events in poland and hungary and in the assessment section there is a useful summary of the strengths and weaknesses of the communist model in its heyday it is an illuminating
study full of maps and photographs as well as over 30 documents most previously unavailable in english which brings this complex subject alive and helps us to understand the special conditions the people of the region
have faced in catching up with the west both in terms of material prosperity and more recently in the establishment of democratic political systems
Eastern Europe 1945-1969 2014-10-13 this book covers the years 1945 63 which witnessed th total defeat of the third reich the occupation a nd evolution of the german federal republic and german democratic republic
the impact of the occupation is analysed as are the events leading to the division of germany politics economic history and social and cultural change in both germanys are fully explored thus in the frg the nature of
adenauer s success in creating a parliamentary democracy is analysed as is the west german economic miracle there is also a chapter specifically on social and cultural developments i nthe frg the gdr is treated equally
comprehensively with particular attention being paid to the socialist unity party and how it was able to dominate the gdr and survive the riots of 17 18 june 1953 the events leading up to the construction of the berlin
wall are also carefully covered in the conclusion a comparative summary of the two german states is made in the light of key themes



Germany from Defeat to Partition, 1945-1963 2011-07-01 focussing on the upsurge of interest in the second world war in contemporary british novels this monograph considers established writers including muriel spark
sarah waters and kazuo ishiguro as well as newer voices such as liz jensen and peter ho da
Second World War in Contemporary British Fiction 2020-10-27 a thrilling history of mi9 the wwii organization that engineered the escape of allied forces from behind enemy lines when allied fighters were trapped behind
enemy lines one branch of military intelligence helped them escape mi9 the organization set up clandestine routes that zig zagged across nazi occupied europe enabling soldiers and airmen to make their way home secret agents
and resistance fighters risked their lives and those of their families to hide the men drawing on declassified files and eye witness testimonies from across europe and the united states helen fry provides a significant
reassessment of mi9 s wartime role central to its success were figures such as airey neave jimmy langley sam derry and mary lindell one of only a few women parachuted into enemy territory for mi9 this astonishing account
combines escape and evasion tales with the previously untold stories behind the establishment of mi9 and reveals how the organization saved thousands of lives
MI9 2013-09-12 the war inside is a groundbreaking history of the contribution of british psychoanalysis to the making of social democracy childhood and the family during world war ii and the postwar reconstruction
psychoanalysts informed understandings not only of individuals but also of broader political questions by asserting a link between a real war outside and an emotional war inside psychoanalysts contributed to an
increased state responsibility for citizens mental health they made understanding children and the mother child relationship key to the successful creation of a democratic citizenry using rich archival sources the book
revises the common view of psychoanalysis as an elite discipline by taking it out of the clinic and into the war nursery the juvenile court the state welfare committee and the children s hospital it traces the work of the
second generation of psychoanalysts after freud in response to total war and explores its broad postwar effects on british society
The War Inside 2023-04-14 earshot perspectives on sound awakens an understanding of the decisive role that sound has played in history and culture although beginning with reference to antiquity the primary focus is
the changing status of sound and hearing in western culture over the last six hundred years covering the transition from the medieval period to the contemporary world since mythic times sound has been an essential element
in the formation of belief systems personal and community identities and the negotiations between them the varied case studies included in the book cover major reference points in the changing politics of sound particularly in
relation to the status of the other major conduit of social transactions vision earshot is not a work of cultural theory but is anchored in social practices and material culture and is therefore a valuable resource for
conveying sound to both undergraduate students as well as the general reader
Earshot 2004 a vastly entertaining and unique history of the interaction between spying and showbiz from the elizabethan age to the cold war and beyond a treasure trove of human ingenuity the times written by two
experts in their fields stars and spies is the first history of the extraordinary connections between the intelligence services and show business we travel back to the golden age of theatre and intelligence in the reign of
elizabeth i we meet the writers actors and entertainers drawn into espionage in the restoration the ancien r�gime and civil war america and we witness the entry of spying into mainstream popular culture throughout the
twentieth century and beyond from the adventures of james bond to the thrillers of john le carr� and long running tv series such as the americans thoroughly entertaining spectator perfect read as you settle into james
bond on christmas afternoon daily telegraph
Library of Congress Subject Headings 2006 during the second world war gibraltar faced the threat of invasion by italy germany and spain the abwehr the german intelligence service rather than use their own saboteurs
paid young spanish men to undertake over sixty sabotage attacks on military installations and shipping with limited success the italian decima flotilla mas a specialist team of underwater frogmen launched eight attacks
which were relatively successful and spanish falangists made several unsuccessful attempts the british secret intelligence service endeavoured to stop or at least limit such attacks using contemporary files from the
national archives in kew autobiographies biographies histories and newspaper articles this documentary history investigates the successes and failures of these attacks on gibraltar and the roles played by intelligence
officers agents double agents in discovering and preventing such acts the book sheds light on an unusual and largely overlooked aspect of gibraltar s history
Library of Congress Subject Headings 2021-10-14 this seminar study examines the eisenhower presidency the author argues that the presidency marked an important stage in the evolution of modern america but left a
decidedly mixed legacy for future presidents domestically eisenhower pursued a middle way imbued with a profound district of politics and politicians eisenhower sought as much as possible to concentrate public policy
making in the hands of an enlightened elite of public and private experts internationally eisenhower s policies exacerbated the nuclear arms race institutionalised the cold war and extended the east west struggles to new
arenas in the third world this new account offers an up to date synthesis of this newly emerging literature and reviews eisenhower s record from the mishandling of the civil rights movement to the escalation of the arms
race and the intensification of the cold war
Stars and Spies 2020-01-05 the french revolution catapulted europe into a new period of political upheaval social change and into the modern era this book provides a concise introduction to the impact of the french
revolution on britain and to the ways in which this impact has been assessed by historians the book is organised thematically it begins with a survey of the ideological debate sparked off by the revolution discussing in
particular the work of people such as burke paine spence and wollstonecraft from here it presents an exploration of the revolution s impact on parliamentary polities the growth of radicalism and loyalism the way in
which french ideas influenced irish aspirations to generate rebellion the third main section of the book focuses on the causes and course of britain s war with revolutionary france and on the effects of the war on the home
front most notably the recurrent serious food shortages
Blowing up the Rock: German, Italian and Spanish Sabotage attacks on Gibraltar during the Second World War 2016-09-17 from the author of nothing is true and everything is possible elegant effortlessly readable
essential reading for the new dark age of disinformation jonathan freedland original pomerantsev digs deep into the past history of information warfare in order to help us understand how to fight charlatans and fear
mongers in the present anne applebaum excellent carefully researched and beautifully written to be read by everyone seeking perspective on all the lies of war and all the wars of lies timothy snyder from one of our leading
experts on disinformation the incredible true story of the complex and largely forgotten wwii propagandist sefton delmer and what we can learn from him today in the summer of 1941 hitler and his allies ruled europe from
the atlantic to the black sea britain was struggling to combat the powerful nazi propaganda machine which crowed victory and smeared its enemies however inside germany there was one notable voice of dissent from the
very heart of the military machine der chef a german whose radio broadcasts skilfully questioned nazi doctrine he had access to high ranking military secrets and spoke of internal rebellion his listeners included german
soldiers and citizens but what these audiences didn t know was that der chef was a fiction a character created by the british propagandist sefton delmer just one player in his vast counter propaganda cabaret a unique
weapon in the war as author peter pomerantsev uncovers delmer s story he is called into a wartime propaganda effort of his own the global response to putin s invasion of ukraine this book is the story of delmer and his



modern day investigator as they each embark on their own quest to seduce and inspire the passions of supporters and enemies and to turn the tide of information wars
The Eisenhower Presidency, 1953-1961 2014-10-13 an exploration of labour s 1931 pledge to create a planned socialist economy and the reasons for its failure to do so in the general election of 1931 the labour
party campaigned on the slogan plan or perish the party s pledge to create a planned socialist economy was a novelty and marked the rejection of the gradualist evolutionary socialism to which labour had adhered under
the leadership of ramsay macdonald although heavily defeated in that election labour stuck to its commitment the attlee government came to power in 1945 determined to plan comprehensively yet the aspiration to create
a fully planned economy was not met this book explores the origins and evolution of the promise in order to explain why it was not fulfilled richard toye lectures in history at homerton college cambridge
Britain and the French Revolution 2024-03-05 this accessible text offers a concise but comprehensive introduction to european socialism which arose in the maelstrom of the industrial and democratic revolutions
launched in the eighteenth century striving for sweeping social economic cultural and political change socialists were a diverse lot however they were united by principles asserting the social and political equality of all
people ideas that won the adherence of millions and struck fear in the hearts of their numerous opponents william smaldone shows how over the course of 200 years socialists successfully promoted the democratization
of european society and a more equitable division of wealth at the same time he illustrates how conflicts over the means of achieving their aims divided them into rival socialist and communist currents a rift that undercut
the struggle against fascism and helped lay the groundwork for europe s division during the cold war although many predicted the demise of socialism as a potent force after the end of the cold war the soviet union s
dissolution and the rise of neo liberal ideology recent developments show that such a judgment was premature the author argues that the growth of new socialist parties across europe indicates that socialist ideas
remain vibrant in the face of capitalism s failure to solve chronic social and economic problems especially following the deep global crisis that began in 2008 combining an analytical narrative with a selection of primary
texts and visual images this book provides undergraduate students with a brief readable history including an overview of how socialist political movements have evolved over time and stressing the rich diversity that has
characterized socialism s foundations from its beginning this new edition brings this text up to date and examines the european socialist movement in the face of 21st century challenges it includes a new preface including the
2017 american election updated bibliographies two new chapters and an afterword
How to Win an Information War 2003 readers at the beginning of the twenty first century are probably more racially self aware than any other generation has been like the relationship between gender and history that
between race and history is perceived to be of the utmost importance by young people and the older generation because it has left such a controversial legacy in the shape of hopes for multiculturalism diversity and
tolerance this new seminar study provides an introduction to the intricate and far reaching relationship between attitudes toward racial difference and imperial expansion imperialism is a topic that can be approached from
many different angles by concentrating on the topical issue of race this book takes a very different approach from the more familiar political or economic studies of imperial expansion
The Labour Party and the Planned Economy, 1931-1951 2019-10-16 relations between france and britain have always been uneasy and ambivelant but in cinema wwii changed all that for a time although the two
countries wartime fortunes differed post war both were busy reintegrating returning servicemen and prisoners of war and accomodating the changed aspirations of women margaret butler examines these subjects and more in
her comparative study of the cinemas of britain and france during and after the war using the concept of continuity she shows how cinema dealt directly with ideas of belonging and alienation inclusion and exclusion unity
and division she also draws on contemporary debates and offers a perceptive reading of key films to reveal the meaning and appeal of french classics like les enfants du paradis and notable british productions like waterloo
road
European Socialism 2015-10-23 how does coding change the way we think about architecture this question opens up an important research perspective in this book miro roman and his ai alice ch3n81 develop a playful
scenario in which they propose coding as the new literacy of information they convey knowledge in the form of a project model that links the fields of architecture and information through two interwoven narrative
strands in an infinite flow of real books focusing on the intersection of information technology and architectural formulation the authors create an evolving intellectual reflection on digital architecture and computer
science
Race and Empire 2004-08-27 the years 1934 to 1944 remain the most contentious and dramatic decade in modern french history covering the occupation the vichy regime the resistance and collaboration nick atkin provides
an important introduction to this key period accessible and concise the book offers a wide ranging synthesis of key themes and events looking ahead to the present day the book also examines how the french establishment and
public have coped with the legacy of vichy and explains why the occupation is still ever present in french politics and everyday life
Film and Community in Britain and France 2021-12-06 introduction the meanings of censorship the origins and evolution of media freedom in switzerland media and democracy today international obligations and the freedom
of the media in switzerland national standards the secretiveness of the military media organisations and journalists associations education and training in journalism print media radio and television the internet progressing
by fits and starts the power of advertising playing with the truth self censorship and blind obedience the failure of media journalism conclusion
Play Among Books 2014-07-22 from a bestselling historian a daringly revisionist history of world war i the pity of war makes a simple and provocative argument the human atrocity known as the great war was entirely
england s fault according to niall ferguson england entered into war based on naive assumptions of german aims thereby transforming a continental conflict into a world war which it then badly mishandled necessitating
american involvement the war was not inevitable ferguson argues but rather was the result of the mistaken decisions of individuals who would later claim to have been in the grip of huge impersonal forces that the war
was wicked horrific and inhuman is memorialized in part by the poetry of men like wilfred owen and siegfried sassoon but also by cold statistics indeed more british soldiers were killed in the first day of the battle of the
somme than americans in the vietnam war and yet as ferguson writes while the war itself was a disastrous folly the great majority of men who fought it did so with little reluctance and with some enthusiasm for anyone
wanting to understand why wars are fought why men are willing to fight them and why the world is as it is today there is no sharper or more stimulating guide than niall ferguson s the pity of war
The French at War, 1934-1944 2010 the revolutionary movements in late tsarist russia inspired a reaction by groups on the right although these groups were ostensibly defending the status quo they were in fact as
this book argues very radical in many ways this book discusses these radical rightist groups showing how they developed considerable popular appeal across the whole russian empire securing support from a wide cross
section of society the book considers the nature and organisation of the groups their ideologies and polices on particular issues and how they changed over time the book concludes by examining how and why the groups
lost momentum and support in the years immediately before the first world war and briefly explores how far present day rightist groups in russia are connected to this earlier movement
The Invisible Scissors 2008-08-05 the soviet union under brezhnev provides an accessible post soviet perspective on the history of the ussr from the mid 1960 s to the mid 1980 s it challenges both the evil empire image of



the ussr that was widespread in the early 1980 s and the stagnation label attached to the period by soviet reformers under gorbachev the book makes use of a range of memoirs interviews archival documents and other
sources not available before 1990 to place brezhnev and his epoch in a broader historical context the author examines high politics foreign policy and policy making explores broader social cultural and demographic trends
presents a picture of soviet society in the crucial decades prior to the upheavals and crises of the late 1980 s while stopping well short of a full scale rehabilitation of brezhnev tompson rejects the prevailing image of
the soviet leader as a colourless non entity drawing attention to brezhnev s real political skills as well as his faults and to the systemic roots of many of the problems he faced
The Pity of War 2015-11-19 by 1925 the process of japan s transition to a modern industrialised westernised state was pretty much complete not only had the imperial tradition been restored with the meiji restoration in
1868 but some forms of democratic parliamentary institutions had been set up however during the years that followed the so called imperial democracy came under pressure as the japanese sought to impose tight control
over not only their own people but their neighbours as well this impressive survey looks at developments at home japan s aggressive foreign policy particularly in china during the 1930s and 1940s and her role in the
second world war finally the post war reconstruction orchestrated by the americans is examined the cut off point is 1952 the date when allied occupation formally came to an end and japan once again became independent
The Radical Right in Late Imperial Russia 2014-07-30 the first book of the next crisis a history of interest rates by a leading financial commentator updated with a new postscript winner of the 2023 hayek book prize
longlisted for the 2022 financial times business book of the year award all economic and financial activities take place across time interest coordinates these activities the story of capitalism is thus the story of
interest the price that individuals companies and nations pay to borrow money in the price of time edward chancellor traces the history of interest from its origins in ancient mesopotamia through debates about usury in
restoration britain and john law s ill fated mississippi scheme to the global credit booms of the twenty first century we generally assume that high interest rates are harmful but chancellor argues that whenever money is
too easy financial markets become unstable he takes the story to the present day when interest rates have sunk lower than at any time in the five millennia since they were first recorded including the extraordinary
appearance of negative rates in europe and japan and highlights how this has contributed to profound economic insecurity and financial fragility chancellor reveals how extremely low interest rates not only create asset
price inflation but are also largely responsible for weak economic growth rising inequality zombie companies elevated debt levels and the pensions crises that have afflicted the west in recent years conditions under which
economies cannot possibly thrive at the same time easy money in china has inflated an epic real estate bubble accompanied by the greatest credit and investment boom in history as the global financial system edges closer to
yet another crisis chancellor shows that only by understanding interest can we hope to face the challenges ahead
The Soviet Union under Brezhnev 2013-11-14 michael burger s goal in this inexpensive overview is to provide a brief historical narrative of western civilization not only does its length and price separate this text from the
competition but its no frills uncluttered format and well written one authored approach make it a valuable asset for every history student the shaping of western civilization begins with the ancient near east and ends
with globalization unlike other textbooks that pile on dates and facts shaping is a more coherent and interpretive presentation burger s skills as writer and synthesizer will enable students to obtain the background
required to ask meaningful questions of primary sources in addition to suggestions for further reading this overview includes over 50 images and 22 maps
Japan faces the World, 1925-1952 2022-07-07
The Price of Time 2013-01-01
The Shaping of Western Civilization
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